Production and Logistic Management
Industrial Engineering and Management (MSc)
Production and Logistics Management (PLM) is one of the tracks within the
Industrial Engineering and Management (IEM) Master’s programme. This
track focuses on the heart of the design and control of manufacturing
processes in the supply chain from raw material to customer end products.
The broad field of PLM requires people with knowledge and insight of
production and logistics models (in the tradition of management science).
Modern production and logistics processes are becoming increasingly
complex. Product lifetimes are decreasing, the geographic distance between
suppliers and buyers is increasingly large (globalisation), and an increasing
number of activities is outsourced. Key areas of focus include supply chain
design (where to put production facilities?), distribution centres (what
capacities do we need for production resources?), distribution centres (how
to structure operations management: in production, warehousing, transport
and distribution?), purchasing (how to get the desired service levels to
customers? how to ensure process reliability? how does that interact with
maintenance planning?). Any 'mismatch' in the supply of raw materials, semiraw materials, components or finished products will lead to overstock or
production delays and service consequences.

Programme overview
The PLM track works to provide an understanding of the impact of designs
(e.g. flow lines, job shops) and logistics control principles (i.e. engineer to
order, make to order, assemble to order) on overall performance. PLM track
courses focus primarily on theory and its applications. This Master's track
consists of 16 obligatory courses, two equalisation courses (which can be
used as elective courses if all prerequisites have been satisfied) and a
Master's project.

At the core of the PLM track is the design, planning and control of the primary
process – from sourcing via manufacturing and delivering to return. Core
courses include purchasing, production (two courses), warehousing, supply
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